INTRODUCTION
This addendum report was prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) under provision of interagency agreement No. EY-76-C-05-4399, between DOE and the U.S. Geological Survey. It is a supplement to the open-file report, "Hydrologic environment of the Silurian salt deposits in parts of Michigan, Ohio, and New York," by S. E. Norris (see References) . That report describes in general terms the occurrence and fluid environment of the salt beds and recommends for additional investigation two areas in Michigan, one area in Ohio, and one area in New York.
In these areas the salt beds are less than 3,000 feet below the surface and appear of sufficient thickness to warrant consideration as possible repositories for nuclear waste.
This report presents information about the occurrence, thickness, and character of the salt beds in the recommended study area in Ohio, and is intended primarily as a guide for the selection of sites for test drilling.
The area of interest contains about 250 square miles and is outlined on most of the illustrations in this report. It extends from Painesville on the west to Ashtabula on the east, and from the lakeshore south to the vicinity of Chardon ( fig. 1 ). 
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The land surface is relatively flat in a 5-mile-wide band along the lakeshore but becomes hillier and higher to the south ( fig. 1) .
It reaches an altitude of more than 1,200 feet in the southern part of the area.
Data on the salt beds were derived chiefly from geophysical logs of oil and gas wells in the files of the Ohio Division of Geological Survey. The location of the wells and their state permit numbers (used for identification) are shown in figure 2. Table 1 lists the salt beds and their depths and thicknesses as determined from the logs. The log data are supplemented by data from a few core or sample descriptions, also from Ohio Division of Geological Survey files.
Gamma, compensated density, and caliper logs were used to identify the salt beds. Clifford (1973, p. 3-5) describes the basis for the interpretation. The clarity with which the salt beds are revealed by the logs is shown by the example in figure 3.
OCCURRENCE OF THE SALT BEDS
The salt beds in northeast Ohio are part of the Salina Formation of Silurian age. This formation consists chiefly of carbonate rocks (limestone and dolomite) that are bounded above and below by thick shale beds and that occur near the middle of the stratigraphic sequence. The carbonate-rock section is known to oil-and-gas-well drillers as the "Big lim e. "
The position of the "Big lime" within the general sequence, and that of the salt beds within the "Big lime," are shown in the generalized columnar section which appears, as an inset, in figures 4 through 8.
Five generally recognized zones of salt-bearing rocks occur in the area of interest. These zones contain either single or multiple beds of salt, interbedded with dolomite, dolomitic shale, and anhydrite. The salt beds are designated, in ascending order, as the B, D, E, F1 and F2 salts. The D salt consists typically of two beds and the F1 salt of three beds, identified by letters as shown in table 2. No letter designations are given the multiple beds of the B salt.
All these salts are present in the southern half of the area of investigation; the E, F2, and F1 salts, however, disappear from the stratigraphic sequence progressively northward, as shown in figure 4.
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The sedimentary rocks dip southeastward about 25 feet per mile, as shown by structure contour maps on the surfaces of the "Big lime," figure 5, and the F1A salt, figure 6.
The stratigraphic interval between the base of the lowest salt and the top of the highest salt thickens southwestward from about 300 feet to about 475 feet (figure 7).
The salt beds, exclusive of the intervening rocks, also increase in thickness southward, from about 100 feet in the northeastern part of the area to about 250 feet in the southern part (figure 8).
CHARACTER OF THE SALT BEDS
A general description of the salt beds from literature sources is given by Norris, 1978 . Additional descriptions, based on logs and core data from the oil and gas wells listed in table 1, are presented here and summarized in table 2. The locations of the wells are shown in figure 2 .
B salts
The log of a core from well No. 17 (table 1 and fig. 2 ) drilled near Painesville lists 10 salt beds, all described as "dirty salt," ranging from 5 to 16 feet each in the B salt interval. The salt beds are separated by 2 to 19 feet of dolomite and dolomitic shale containing "some salt."
Another core description, from well No. 561, 10 miles southwest of Ashtabula, lists 9 salt beds in the B zone, of which one is 22 feet thick; the others range in thickness from 4 to 10 feet.
The intervening beds, consisting of dolomite and dolomitic shale, range in thickness from a little more than a foot to 16 feet.
The exact thicknesses of the salt beds in the B salt interval are difficult to determine from the geophysical logs, but individual beds appear to be less than 15 feet thick in most wells. For the entire area, the B salts average 67 feet in aggregate thickness and the interval between the top and bottom of the B salt, including the intervening beds, averages 107 feet. 
SELECTION OF SITES FOR TEST DRILLING
The most favorable area for test drilling, based on the maximum number of salt beds present (fig. 4) , and the greatest aggregate thickness of the salt beds ( fig. 8) The work that remains to be done to select the best drilling site is a field investigation to locate population centers, cultural works, natural features, and a suitable terrain for drilling.
